
The Einhell drywall screwdriver TC-DY 710 E is a powerful helper for renovation and refurbishment work. The exact depth fixing is carried out by

means of an adjustable depth stop. The integrated pressure coupling allows user-friendly screwing and the adjustable continuous operation facilitates

lengthy work. The 710W drywall screwdriver operates at a speed of up to 4,000 rpm, which can be adjusted to suit the application and material by

means of speed electronics. Thanks to its compact, lightweight design with ergonomically shaped softgrip surfaces, the 1.5 kg drywall screwdriver is

comfortable to hold. The 4-metre-long mains cable ensures a wide radius of action. The bit change takes place quickly and intuitively through the

magnetic bit holder (6.35 mm / ¼"). Thanks to the practical belt clip, the drywall screwdriver can easily be temporarily stored between the screwing

work.

Drywall Screwdriver

TC-DY 710 E
Item No.: 4259925

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825666991

Features & Benefits
Exact depth fixation with the adjustable depth stop-

Adjustable constant operation for fatigue-free work-

Comfortable screwing thanks to integrated pressure clutch-

High speed for efficient screwing in wood and metal-

Speed electronic control for material-specific screwing-

Lightweight design with ergonomically shaped soft grip surfaces-

Magnetic bit holder for well-fitting bit and holding of the screw-

Incl. practical belt clip for safe storage-

4 metre long power cord for maximum flexibility-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 710 W

- Idle speed 0  -  4000 min^-1

- Tool holder 6.35 mm  |  Bit holder

(6,35mm/¼")

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.54 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.2 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 317 x 271 x 75 mm

- Pieces per export carton 10 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 22 kg

- Dimensions export carton 640 x 420 x 285 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 3600 | 7500 | 8800

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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